
 

  

   

 

 

Staffing Matters and Urgency Committee 

 

 

6th November 2008 
 

 
Report of the Director of City Strategy, the Director of Neighbourhood Services, and 
the Director of Learning, Culture and Children’s Services 

 

Transfer of Services from City Strategy to Neighbourhood 
Services, and between Neighbourhood Services and Learning, 
Culture and Children’s Services 

Summary 

1. This report seeks approval for stage one of the transfer of the highway 
maintenance service including staff, budgets and functions from City Strategy 
directorate (CS) to the Neighbourhood Services directorate (NS), and to 
delegate responsibility for implementing stage two to the Executive Member 
for Neighbourhood Services.  

2. This report also seeks approval for the transfer of parking administration and 
enforcement services including staff, budgets and functions from CS to NS 
directorates. 

3. This report also seeks approval to transfer some grounds maintenance 
responsibilities from NS to Learning Culture and Children’s Services 
directorate (LCCS), the client function for grounds maintenance (highways 
and housing) from LCCS to NS, and the client function for the maintenance of 
housing trees from CS to NS.  

4. The report also seeks approval for the Head of Legal Services to be given 
delegated authority to amend the constitution in order to make changes to the 
Executive Member portfolios to reflect the changes in managerial 
responsibility.   

Background 

5. At a meeting of the Staffing Matters & Urgency Committee on 9 May 2008, a 
report was received from the Chief Executive on ‘Directorate Reorganisation’ 
(Agenda item 5).  It was resolved that: 

o highways, CCTV and parking ‘operational’ responsibilities would move from 
City Strategy (CS) to Neighbourhood Services (NS).   



o leisure grounds maintenance would move from Learning, Culture and 
Children’s Services (LCCS) to NS  

6. The rationale behind the proposals relating to highways, CCTV and parking 
were to streamline the client/contractor relationship, to improve co-ordination 
between the council and the utility companies, and to improve liaison 
between network management, parking and highway repairs.  This transfer of 
services would free up the Director of City Strategy to concentrate on the 
major developments planned and taking place within the city and provide 
more time to work with partners across the city. 

7. The rationale behind the proposals relating to leisure grounds maintenance 
was to remove unnecessary duplication of effort and confusion. 

8. In each case the report asked the relevant Directors to work up detailed 
implementation plans.   

9. These plans are open to adjustment and amendment as the changes are 
embedded operationally and may require further minor changes as a result of 
experience. 

Highways Service - Background 

10. The best value review of highways maintenance in 2000/01 and subsequent 
best value inspection in 2003 made recommendations to improve the way the 
highways service was delivered.  Several efforts have been made to change 
the way the service was managed including: 

• 2004/06: Partnership with the private sector.  The tender process failed 
when it became uncertain that value for money would result from the 
proposed arrangement with a private sector service provider, and the 
opportunity arose to bid for Highway Maintenance Private Finance 
Initiative (PFI) Pathfinder status. 

• 2006/08: PFI.  In September 2006 the council submitted an expression 
of interest for pathfinder status for the Highway Maintenance PFI project.  
In April 2008 DfT advised the council that it had not been selected but 
would be invited to bid for future programmes. 

11. In order to address some of the issues raised by the best value review and to 
bring closer working between the various in house service providers, a 
restructure of the highways service has been proposed.  This involves the 
transfer of traditional highway maintenance client functions from CS into NS. 

12. The drivers for change are : 

• The current arrangements of client and contractor were set up to 
address Compulsory Competitive Tendering.  The need to address this 
has now gone and an artificial split is no longer needed.  

• The best value review suggested an investigation of alternative delivery 
models which was done between 2004 and 2008 with alternative 



procurement considered. However time and circumstances have moved 
on and other authorities are now combining strategic and operational 
functions and delivering these in house.  This will help to promote and 
maintain in house skills and competencies. 

• There is a need for the service to be more efficient and effective and give 
better value for money.  This will be made possible by having a more 
joined up service in highways that can also link more clearly into other 
services such as street cleansing and weed-killing. 

• Clarity of responsibility for the council and more particularly for residents 
and businesses in York. 

• To address the criticisms that the service needs to be more customer 
focused, particularly in setting out and meeting service standards and in 
the scope of its activities. 

Highways Service Proposal 

13. It is proposed that the transfer should be undertaken in two phases.  The 
functions from CS that are merging with NS are intricate, with cross section 
working common throughout the two directorates.  This arrangement will 
require more detailed study before a true merger of the two departments can 
happen.   

14. The first phase entails all staff identified as transferring from CS to NS 
reporting to the Head of Highway Infrastructure (HHI), who in turn will report 
to the Assistant Director Maintenance Services (ADMS) within NS.  The main 
change here being the reporting line of the HHI who will no longer report to 
the Assistant Director, City Development and Transport. 

15. The majority of staff reporting to the HHI will remain where they are within St 
Leonard’s Place and Back Swinegate offices and undertake the duties they 
currently perform.  The exception to this is the inspection service that may be 
relocated at the Hazel Court Depot so that better working arrangements can 
be developed for its day to day activities. 

16. The current HHI has recently been appointed to lead the Access York project.  
It has been agreed that the current postholder will provide part time support 
(up to 35% of his time) between now and Christmas 2008.  This will balance 
the need to support as seamless a transfer as possible but also recognise the 
need to deliver on the Access York project. 

17. The aim for phase two of the re-structure would be for the teams to merge to 
remove client/contractor roles and to provide a more directly accountable and 
responsive service.  This will be subject to a further, more detailed report by 
July 2009. 

 

 



Phase One  

18. The first phase will be the transfer of responsibility for the strategic function 
from the Assistant Director for City Development and Transport in CS to the 
Assistant Director Maintenance Services in NS. 

19. City Development and Transport is made up of 7 teams as shown in Annex 
A.  The highway maintenance service is currently provided in the Highway 
Infrastructure team and supported by work in the Engineering Consultancy.  
Delivery of those services is through a service level agreement with NS, and 
contracts with Tarmac and Amey, plus a number of smaller contract 
arrangements. 

20. To enable continued delivery of services with the Tarmac and the Amey 
contracts, for highway surfacing schemes and street lighting respectively, it 
will be necessary to novate the role of the ‘Engineer to the Contract’, for 
works funded by transferring budgets, from the Director of City Strategy to 
the Director of Neighbourhood Services.  Within NS, responsibility would then 
be delegated to the HHI post, providing the post holder is a Chartered 
Engineer, in civil engineering or other appropriate discipline. 

21. The number of staff transferring will be 17.5 FTEs from Highway 
Infrastructure and a further 7 FTEs from the Engineering Consultancy 
together with associated revenue and capital budgets. 

22. It is therefore proposed to transfer the strategic functions and associated 
revenue and capital budgets in Highway Infrastructure to Neighbourhood 
Services.  Those services include reactive, routine and planned maintenance 
of roads and footways, winter maintenance, street lighting, gully cleaning and 
drainage, road signs and markings, grass cutting, and bridges.  A fuller list of 
transferring services and functions is included in Annex B. 

23. Due to the multi functional nature of staff within the small Structures and 
Drainage Team, it is proposed that the budget for highway bridges work is 
transferred to NS, but the design service, bridge inspections and minor day to 
day works will continue to be provided by the Engineering Consultancy within 
CS.  This will ensure that the flexibility within that small team can be 
maintained.  The proposal, therefore, is that no staff will be transferred in the 
Structures and Drainage Team. 

24. The most appropriate location for the Streetworks Team, dealing with co-
ordination and control of utility companies and other activities on the highway 
network, has been fully considered.  Due to the strategic nature of this work, 
the close links with the Traffic Management Act and the functions of the 
Network Management Section, it is proposed to move the Streetworks Team 
into Network Management, but remaining within CS. 

25. It is also proposed that the Directors of City Strategy and Neighbourhood 
Services be given delegated authority to finalise arrangements associated 
with support services.  This will include the number of staff posts and the 
budgets to be transferred to enable the transferring services to be properly 



supported, mainly in the areas of finance and administrative support.  Initially 
one administrative post will transfer from CS to NS, but in addition CS will 
transfer funding equivalent to an additional 0.5fte admin post, and 1 fte 
accounting technician. 

Phase Two 

26. Following the transfer of responsibility in phase one there will be early 
consideration of how the service can be improved and it is proposed that a 
report will be submitted to Neighbourhoods EMAP for approval before the 
end of July 2009.  Possible improvements that are likely to be considered will 
include : 

• A possible reapportionment of roles and responsibilities within the new 
service. 

• Investigation of the opportunities for the use of handheld technology to 
reduce administration and improve timeliness. 

• Consideration of the effectiveness and distribution of the budgets. 

• Integration of the service with other on street services. 

• Earlier development of schemes to smooth workloads. 

• Adopt the right first time approach. 

• Further consideration of the area working approach. 

• Review of the winter maintenance and gully cleaning service to be more 
effective and efficient. 

• Consideration of the emergency response service. 

Consultation with Highways Staff and Managers 

27. The Assistant Director for Maintenance Services has spoken informally with 
staff within the highways service.  A number of consultation events have 
been undertaken where staff from CS and NS have got together to discuss 
these proposals and the potential for further improvement.   

28. This report has acted as a tool for formal consultation with effected staff.  

29. During the informal and formal consultation process staff raised a number of 
issues.  These ranged from very detailed questions about individual posts, 
policies or practices, to more strategic comments which will be relevant to the 
longer term development of the service being suggested for phase two of the 
proposal.  The comments and queries do not appear to raise any 
fundamental difficulties.    

CCTV Service 

30. The original proposal in the May 2008 Staffing Matters and Urgency 
Committee paper was to move the management of the CCTV control room to 



NS.  Following detailed discussion, both CS and NS felt that the management 
of the CCTV control room should remain with CS.   

31. CCTV does, and will continue to play an important role within the Safe City 
agenda.  However it was felt that the continuing importance of CCTV 
operations to tackling highways and congestion issues, as well as the 
continuation of CCTV maintenance, funding, development and strategic 
positioning within the highways remit are such that the management of the 
CCTV control room should not transfer, but remain in City  Strategy. 

Parking Service - Background 

32. Parking Services is an important and high profile customer facing front line 
operational service.  Civil Enforcement Officers are key to ensuring the free 
flow of traffic around the city, through enforcing a raft of highway, parking and 
traffic related legislation.   

33. There are likely to be potential synergies for managing Parking services 
alongside the other services in the environmental services portfolio.  Over 
time the aim would be to seek out closer working opportunities for the parking 
services alongside the other ‘on the ground’ community based services such 
as waste, street cleansing and street environment.  There may be particular 
potential to build a stronger and more holistic enforcement and advice type 
service from within the Assistant Director’s range of services.   

34. The May paper to Staffing Matters and Urgency Committee set out the Chief 
Executive’s vision of NS as the council’s ‘operational’ directorate.  Parking 
Services by its nature would seem to sit more naturally within the remit of NS.  
Taking Parking services out of City Strategy’s portfolio will free up the 
Director and Assistant Director to focus on their more strategic priorities.  

Parking Services Proposal 

35. The proposal is to transfer the whole of the current parking services operation 
from City Strategy to Neighbourhood Services, and place it under the 
Assistant Director for Environmental Services.  The Parking Services 
Manager will report directly to the Assistant Director for Environmental 
Services.   

36. The posts that are involved are set out at Annex C.  The proposed transfer 
involves 12.1 fte staff within the Parking Administration budget, and 28.9 fte 
staff within Parking Enforcement teams – 41 fte staff in total. 

37. There are no plans for further reorganisation to existing team structures at 
this time.  However over time, and as the new service beds down within the 
new directorate, opportunities to improve the service and to make stronger 
links to other service areas will be sought, and this may entail restructuring.  
Naturally these opportunities would be discussed fully with the staff and 
Trade Unions in this and other service areas in due course.  



38. The car parking strategy both on and off street will be retained by CS 
together with the setting of car parking charges, which is a strategic tool in 
the management of traffic demand in the city.  Income budgets relating to car 
parks will also remain within CS, as will responsibility for setting out how the 
parking income would be used within wider transport budgets.   

Consultation with Parking Services Staff and Managers 

39. The Assistant Director for Environmental Services has spoken informally with 
a number of the staff in the parking service.  This has largely been an attempt 
to understand the intricacies and issues facing the service, and to develop an 
early view on whether there are any potential benefits from managing this 
service alongside the other ‘on the ground’ community based enforcement 
and advice type services in the Assistant Director’s existing service remit.    

40. Drafts of this report have acted as a basis for formal consultation with staff in 
the service.   

41. During the consultation the only significant issue raised by parking service 
staff was that they had previously been supported by the CCTV service to 
help maintain their safety.  Some of the staff were concerned that a move to 
NS would mean they lost this support.  We would not foresee any difficulty in 
reaching an agreement to continue with this arrangement. 

Grounds Maintenance - Background 

42. The current grounds maintenance arrangements have been in place for 20 
years and were driven by the Compulsory Competitive Tendering (CCT) 
legislation rather than by a considered response to customer and service 
needs.  Under this arrangement Lifelong Learning and Culture (LLC) within 
LCCS have acted as client for HASS and CS.  NS provide the workforce to 
deliver these services.  While relationships are good, the arrangement is 
bureaucratic and roles and responsibilities have become increasingly blurred 
– for example with NS taking over roundabout sponsorship and design from 
CS while LLC still retain the role of selecting the bedding for the main 
roundabouts. 

43. As part of the 2008/09 budget process members agreed to the principle of 
change in this service area based around the transfer of the park keepers 
from NS to LCCS.  Furthermore Members have already taken a £30k saving 
from LCCS grounds maintenance budgets as part of the 2008/09 budget 
process in anticipation of these changes. 

44. The May Staffing Matters and Urgency Committee suggested that the service 
should be simplified by bringing the client and contractor functions together 
under the working description of transferring ‘leisure grounds maintenance’. 

45. The maintenance of the housing tree stock is organised by the council’s tree 
officer who is employed in CS.  The majority of this work is small scale 
pruning, which is put out to tender on 3 or 4 occasions per year.  The cost to 
HASS for this function is £13.5k in order to spend a budget of £32k.  The 



planting of new trees is also included in these costs, but at present there is 
no consultation with NS on the siting of new trees.  As NS carry out all other 
grounds maintenance functions in these locations, this has in the past caused 
problems with the standard of grass cutting.  

Grounds Maintenance Service Proposals 

46. The proposals are that: 

a) NS will take over the client function for HASS and CS (this in the main 
covers the maintenance of highway verges and communal housing areas 
and is currently carried out on their behalf by LCCS). 

b) LCCS will have full management responsibility for York’s staffed parks and 
gardens.  This will involve the transfer of 12 park keeper and gardener posts 
between directorates.  (NS will continue to provide bulk tasks such as grass 
cutting).  Annex D provides more detail. 

c) For other “leisure land“ e.g. the Knavesmire, NS will continue to provide the 
grounds service through a simple Service Level Agreement (SLA). 

d) NS will take over the management and maintenance of the housing tree 
stock under an SLA. 

47. This proposal will meet the objectives of the May Urgency report by clarifying 
the service and cutting out duplication and bureaucracy.  It will improve 
delivery of the corporate priority of ‘improving the actual and perceived 
condition and appearance of the city’s streets, housing estates, and publicly 
accessible spaces’. 

48. LCCS have a vision of York’s parks and gardens as sites where: 

• The park keeper is clearly recognisable as part of the team responsible 
for what goes on in the park.   

• The park keeper has freedom to keep the area free from litter and graffiti 
using his/her knowledge and initiative to prioritise tasks and obtain the 
necessary materials. 

• Regular improvements can be seen throughout the park – with 
improvement work being carried out by the park keeper using their 
initiative to deliver an agreed development plan.  

• Customers and members know who is responsible for everything that 
goes on in the park and how to contact them.  Up to date information 
tells the users all they need to know and directs them to the park keeper.  

• All the Council’s manned parks and gardens achieve Green Flag status. 

49. Key elements in delivering this vision include: 



• The park keepers / gardeners (at Rowntree Park, Hull Road Park, West 
Bank Park, Clarence and Glen Gardens and Scarcroft bowls facility) 
transfer to Lifelong Learning and Culture.   

• There will be new roles for the existing Parks & Open Space Officers 
within LLC who will direct the park keepers’ work allocating their time 
between sites, setting priorities, allocating maintenance tasks, by-
passing the current paraphernalia of job tickets, etc 

• All parks staff will contribute to the parks / garden development through 
regular on-site discussions and walkabouts. 

• Agreed development plans will reflect park keepers’ local knowledge and 
input as well as the views of users and other stakeholders. 

• Bulk tasks such as grass cutting using ride on machines, and provision 
of bedding, would remain with NS as would emergency work. 

Consultation with Grounds Maintenance Staff 

50. The Head of Neighbourhood Pride Service, and the Head of Parks & Open 
Spaces have spoken informally with all affected staff.  This report has acted 
as a tool for formal consultation with those staff.  

51. During the consultation process staff have asked a number of questions and 
issues – most of which have been operational in nature.  These questions do 
not raise any fundamental difficulties. 

Implementation  

52. If members agree, then the transfers set out in this report would be 
implemented from Monday 1st December 2008.    

53. The Directors of City Strategy, Neighbourhood Services and Learning, 
Culture and Children’s Services will review the transfer once implemented 
after six months, and seek to make any adjustments they deem necessary at 
that point.   

Consultation - Summary 

54. Staff and the unions have been consulted on the proposed changes.   

55. There were relatively few comments and queries from staff involved in the 
parking and grounds maintenance transfers.  In each case the Head of 
Service has provided a response to the issues raised. None of the issues 
raised constitute an argument for not progressing with the planned transfer.   

56. Highways staff have made a significant number of detailed comments and 
queries.  This is to be expected as the proposed highways maintenance 
transfer is a more complex transfer involving moving some but not all staff 
and functions from a number of teams within CS.  The queries do not appear 
to raise any fundamental difficulties.    



 

Corporate Priorities 

57. The proposals made in this paper would allow a better contribution to 
delivering the corporate priority of ‘improving the actual and perceived 
condition and appearance of the city’s streets, housing estates, and publicly 
accessible spaces’. 

Implications 

58. Financial.  The 9th May 2008 Urgency Committee report set out an 
expectation that £35k would be saved from the changes to Highways, 
Parking and Grounds Maintenance set out in this report.  Proposals to make 
these savings will be developed during Phase 2 of the transfer as set out in 
paragraph 26, but are, as yet, unknown.  As set out in para 43, members 
have already taken a £30k saving from LCCS grounds maintenance budgets 
as part of the 2008/09 budget process in anticipation of these changes. 

59. Human Resources (HR).  Staff and their union representatives have been 
consulted on the proposed directorate changes in working arrangements and 
service delivery.  There will be continued on-going consultation throughout 
the process.  As a consequence of these changes, there is a need to review 
and revise job descriptions for some Chief Officers and other related staff, 
which will be evaluated in line with the Council's Job Evaluation Scheme. 

60. Equalities:  None 

61. Legal:  The new arrangements will require amendment of the constitution in 
order to maintain alignment of operational management and Executive 
portfolios.  The constitutional adjustments will ensure that officers within the 
remit of the Neighbourhood Services directorate report to the Executive 
Member Advisory Panel for Neighbourhood Services (EMAP).  The changes 
relate to the transferring services and are to be found in Annex E.  Delegated 
authority to amend the constitution is sought in the recommendations to allow 
these amendments to be implemented without further reference to the 
committee. 

62. Crime and Disorder:   None        

63. Information Technology (IT):  None 

64. Property:   None 

65. Other:   None 

Risk Management 

66. In compliance with the council’s risk management strategy the main risks that 
have been identified are those which could lead to the inability to deliver 
services (Operational).  Measured in terms of impact and likelihood, the risk 



has been assessed at 8, placing the issue in the LOW category.  This means 
that at this point the risks need only to be monitored as they do not provide a 
real threat to the achievement of the objectives of this report. 

Recommendations   

67.  That members are requested: 

a) to approve Phase One of the transfer of services and staff from City 
Strategy to Neighbourhood Services, and from Neighbourhood Services to 
LCCS as detailed at Annexes A – D.   

b) to note that minor adjustment may be made as a result of operational 
experience. 

c) to agree that a report on Phase Two for the Highways part of this plan be 
brought to Neighbourhood Services EMAP before the end of July 2009. 

d) to agree that the Head of Civic, Legal & Democratic Services be given 
delegated authority to amend the constitution to ensure that the executive 
portfolios reflect the newly constituted lines of operational management 
within the effected directorates, as detailed in Annex E. 

Reason: To progress the Directorate Reorganisation agreed by the Staffing 
Matters & Urgency Committee in May 2008. 
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ANNEX A 
City Strategy Structure of Transferring Highways Services 

EMERGENCY PLANNING

(Incl Business Continuity)

(TO ENGINEERING

CONSULTANCY)

CAPITAL

PROGRAMME

(& Special Projects)

FORWARD

PLANNING

(LDF)

MAJOR

DEVELOPMENT

(York Central,

British Sugar)

RESEARCH /

INFORMATION

CITY

DEVELOPMENT

MAINTENANCE

(Surfaces, St.Lights

Signs, Gullies)  (TO NS)

PUBLIC UTILITIES

(Road Opening Notices)

(TO NETWORK MGT)

ASSET MANAGEMENT

(Register, Conditions,

Surveys)  (TO NS)

SUPPORT TEAM

 (TO NS)

WARD COMMITTEE

(Street Lighting)

(TO NS)

HIGHWAY

INFRASTRUCTURE

(TO NEIGHBOURHOOD

SERVICES)

TRAFFIC MGT

(Effective use of

highways)

P.R.O.W

(Footpaths, Bridleways)

SYSTEMS

(Traffic Signals/

VMS/Bliss)

CCTV

DEV.CONTROL

Planning Applications,

Adoptions

PARKING

(Respark, Off/On

Street Enforcement)

(TO NS)

NETWORK

MANAGEMENT

MAINTENANCE PROG.

(TO NS)

TRANSPORT & SAFETY

(Feasibility Study on

Transport Schemes)

STRUCTURES

(Bridges)

LAND DRAINAGE & CITY

WALLS & FLOODING

(Design & Maintenance

of Schemes)

WARD COMMITTEE

(Design and Construction)

TRANSPORT PROJECTS

(Project Manage Major

complicated projects)

ENGINEERING

CONSULTANCY

TRANSPORT

(Walking, cycling public

transport & freight)

STRATEGY & NEW POLICY

(Preparation of documents to

central govt & regional

transport agenda input)

OPERATIONS

(Bus contracts, day to day

liaison with bus operators,

Park & Ride operation)

ROAD SAFETY

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL

TRAFFIC MODELLING

& TRAFFIC SURVEYS

TRANSPORT

PLANNING

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

CITY DEVELOPMENT & TRANSPORT

DIRECTOR of CITY STRATEGY

 
 
 



City Strategy – Engineering Consultancy 
 

Engineering

Development Officer

Project Leader -

Projects

Clerk of Works

(TO NS)

Eng, Technicians  -

Engineering Design

2 fte (TO NS)

4 fte

Engineer -

Engineering Design

2 fte (TO NS)

2 fte

Project Leader -

Engineering Design

1fte (TO NS)

2 fte

Project Manager

Engineering Design

(TO NS)

Eng Technicians -

Transport & Safety

3 fte

Engineer -

Transport & Safety

6.8 fte

Project Manager

Transport & Safety

Graduate

Technical Support

Assistant

Project Leader -

Finance

Emergency Planning

Assistant

Emergency Planning

Officer & Business

Continuity Advisor

Emergency Planner /

Co-ordinator

Surveyor,

CAD Technician

Eng. Technicians -

Structures

Engineer - Drainage

2fte

Engineer - Structures

2 fte

Project Manager -

Structures & Drainage

Head of Engineering

Consultancy

 
 



City Strategy – Highway Infrastructure 
 

Technical Clerk

(TO NETWORK

MANAGEMENT)

Engineer (NRSWA)

(TO NETWORK

MANAGEMENT)

Technical Clerk

(Street Lighting)

(TO NS)

Engineer

(Street Lighting)

(TO NS)

Engineer

(Maintenance)

(TO NS)

Section 38 Inspector

(TO NETWORK MGT)

NRSWA Inspector (2fte)

(TO NETWORK MGT)

Safety Inspector (2fte)

(TO NS)

Area Inspector (2fte)

(TO NS)

Safety Inspection Driver

(TO NS)

Technical Assistant (2.5fte)

(TO NS)

Clerical Assistant

(TO NS)

Project Manager

(Maintenance)

(TO NS)

Asset Engineer

(TO NS)

Eng Technician

(TO NS)

Exor Development

Officer

(TO NS)

Asset Manager

(TO NS)

Head of Highway Infrastructure

(TO NS)

 
 



Highway Infrastructure – Posts  transferring to NS 

Post & Post Number Grade Hours / fte 

Head of Highway Infrastructure 
(DDTHI005) PO21-24 37 hrs/1fte 

Project Manager (Maintenance) 
(DDTHI030) PO12-17 37 hrs/1fte 

Engineer (Street Lighting)  
(DDTHI2C2) Sc4-PO6 37 hrs/1fte 

Technical Clerk (Street Lighting)  
(DDTHI080) Sc1-2 37 hrs/1fte 

Technical Assistant  
 (DDTHI070) Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Technical Assistant  
 (DDTHI070) Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Technical Assistant   
(DDTHI070) Sc3-4 18.5 hrs/0.5 fte 

Clerical Assistant 
(DRRSC110) Sc1-2 37 hrs/1fte 

Engineer (Maintenance)    
(DDTHI2C3) Sc4-PO6 37 hrs/1fte 

Safety Inspector   
(DDTHI3C2) Sc1-SO2 37 hrs/1fte 

Safety Inspector   
(DDTHI3C2) Sc1-SO2 37 hrs/1fte 

Area Technician  
 (DDTHI3C2) Sc1-SO2 37 hrs/1fte 

Area Technician 
  (DDTHI3C2) Sc1-SO2 37 hrs/1fte 

Safety Inspection Driver  
 (DDTHI052) Sc1-2 37 hrs/1fte 

Asset Manager  
 (DDTHI035) PO9-12 37 hrs/1fte 

Asset Engineer  
(DDTHI2C3) Sc4-PO6 37 hrs/1fte 

Exor Development Officer  
(DDTHI034) SO1-2 37 hrs/1fte 

Engineering Technician   
(DDTHI3C3) Sc1-SO2 37 hrs/1fte 

  17.5 fte 

 
 
Engineering Consultancy – Posts  transferring to NS 

Post & Post Number Grade Hours / fte 

Project Manager - Eng Design  
(DDTEC030) PO12-17 37 hrs/1fte 

Project Leader - Eng Design  
(DDTEC034) PO6-9 37 hrs/1fte 

Engineer - Eng Design   
(DDTEC2C3) Sc4-PO6 37 hrs/1fte 

Engineer - Eng Design  
(DDTEC2C3) Sc4-PO6 37 hrs/1fte 

Eng Technician - Eng Design 
(BDTEC5C2) Sc1-SO2 37 hrs/1fte 

Eng Technician - Eng Design 
(BDTEC5C2) Sc1-SO2 37 hrs/1fte 

Clerk of Works  
 (DDTEC051) Sc1-SO2 37 hrs/1fte 

   

  7 fte 



Annex B 
Transferring Highways Service 

 

• Reactive Maintenance 
 

� Carriageway, Footways, cycleway, back lanes 
� Cushion repairs 
� Car parks 
� Emergencies 
� Signs and bollards (illuminated and non) 
� Road Markings 
� Drainage 
� Warping 
� Street Furniture 
� Bus Shelters 
 

• Routine Maintenance 
 

� Bridges 
� Gully Cleaning 
� Winter Maintenance 
� Street Lighting 
� Energy 
� Fountains (Exhibition Square) 
� Amenity Planting areas 
� Car parks 
� Road markings 
 

• Planned Maintenance 
 

� Bridges 
� Carriageways 

� Surface Dressing 
� HD Slurry Sealing 
� Thin road surfacing 
� Resurfacing and Reconstruction 

� Footways 
� Slurry sealing 
� Central Area Works 
� Resurfacing and Reconstruction 

� Street Lighting Schemes 
� Antiskid surfacing 
� Bus shelter schemes 
� Street lighting  ward committee schemes 
� Car Parks 

 



 
 
 



Annex C 

Structure of Transferring Parking Services  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Parking Services Manager 
1fte   DDTPS020 PO6-PO9 

 

 

Representations Officer 
DDPTS030 

1fte     SO1-SO2 
 

 

Admin Supervisor 
DDTPS050 

1fte        SC5-SC6 
 

 

Parking Patrol Supervisor 
DDTPS040 

1fte      SO1-SO2 
 

 

Administrative Officer 
DDPTS060 

9.1ftes (338.7 hrs)                                     SC3 
 
 

Asst Parking Patrol Supervisor 
DDTPS045 

1fte      SC5-SC6 
 

 

Enforcement Team Leader 
DDTPS046 

4ftes           SC6 (scp 26) 
 

Assistant Team Leader 
DDTPS047 

4ftes                           SC5 (scp23) 
 

Civil Enforcement Officer 

 
DDTPS080 

16 ftes                   SC3-SC4 
 

Car Park Technician 
DDTPS048 

1fte                          SC6 
 

Cash Collector 
DDTPS081 

1.9ftes (60 hrs)   SC1(scp11) 
 



 

Parking Services – Posts transferring to NS 

Post & Post Number Grade Hours / fte 

Parking Services Manager 
DDTPS020 PO6-9 37 hrs/1fte 

   

Representations Officer  
DDTPS030 SO1-2 37 hrs/1fte 

Admin Supervisor 
 DDTPS050 Sc5-6 37 hrs/1fte 

   

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 37 hrs/1fte 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 37 hrs/1fte 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 37 hrs/1fte 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 37 hrs/1fte 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 37 hrs/1fte 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 30 hrs 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 30 hrs 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 37 hrs/1fte 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 22.20 hrs 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 18.5 hrs/0.5 fte 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3 16 hrs 

Admin Officer DDTPS060 Sc3  

(Admin Officers:)  338.7hrs/9.1 ftes 

   

Car Park Technician DDTPS048 Sc6 37 hrs/1fte 

   

Cash Collector DDTPS081 Sc1 scp11 25 hrs 

Cash Collector DDTPS081 Sc1 scp11 25 hrs 

Cash Collector DDTPS081 Sc1 scp11 10 hrs 

Cash Collector DDTPS081 Sc1 scp11 10hrs 

Cash Collector Casual Sc1 scp11  

Cash Collector Casual Sc1 scp11  

(Cash Collectors:)  60hrs /1.9ftes 

   

Parking Patrol Supervisor 
DDTPS040 SO1-2 37 hrs/1fte 

Asst Parking Patrol Supervisor 
DDTPS045 Sc5-6 37 hrs/1fte 

   

Enforcement Team Leader 
DDTPS046 Sc6 scp 26 37 hrs/1fte 

Enforcement Team Leader 
DDTPS046 Sc6 scp 26 37 hrs/1fte 

Enforcement Team Leader 
DDTPS046 Sc6 scp 26 37 hrs/1fte 

Enforcement Team Leader Sc6 scp 26 37 hrs/1fte 

(Enforcement Team Leaders: )  4ftes 

   

Asst Team Leader DDTPS047 Sc5  37 hrs/1fte 

Asst Team Leader DDTPS047 Sc5  37 hrs/1fte 

Asst Team Leader DDTPS047 Sc5  37 hrs/1fte 

Asst Team Leader DDTPS047 Sc5  37 hrs/1fte 

(Assistant Team Leaders:)   4ftes 



   

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

Civil Enforcement Officer 
DDTPS080 Sc3-4 37 hrs/1fte 

(Civil Enforcement Officers:)  16 ftes 

 

 

 





Annex D 

Grounds Maintenance -  Task and staff transfers 

 

From LCCS to NS  

Client function for HASS and CS  - including  

� urban highway verges 

� adoption of new highway maintenance schemes 

� rural highway verges  

� management for ragwort 

� highway bedding design  

� car parking grounds maintenance  

� communal housing grounds maintenance and ad hoc design and 
improvement projects 

� supporting right to buy transfers 

� adult social service property grounds maintenance 

From NS to LCCS 

� The park keepers / gardeners at Rowntree Park, Hull Road Park, West Bank 
Park, Clarence Garden and Glen Gardens.   

� The Green keeper 

� Play area inspection 





ANNEX E 
 

Amendments to Constitution 
 
The following list has been taken from the constitution and shows the  current 
portfolio responsibilities, the propose changes are shown in brackets and italics. 
 
Executive Member for City Strategy  
 
This portfolio is designed to reflect the strategic links between the regulation of the  
built environment and transport, to as to ensure the effective and joined up delivery  
of the services set out below. The portfolio holder will also be responsible for  
corporate and strategic issues considered by the Executive which arise from the  
work of the Directorate other than those corporate and strategic matters which are  
the responsibility of the Leader.  
 
 
Planning  
City Development & Transport.  (Transport = Highway Infrastructure, Network 
Management, Engineering Consultancy and  Transport Planning.  
For the purposes of the constitution Highways Infrastructure will move to 
Neighbourhood Services 
Network Management = Traffic Management, Public rights of way, CCTV, 
Development control and Parking. 
For the purposes of the constitution Parking will move to Neighbourhood Services) 
 
Local Strategic Partnership & WOW  
Waste Management Strategy (Client)  
Resources and Business Management  
 
 
Executive Member for Corporate Services 
 
This portfolio will oversee the work of the Resources Directorate and will ensure  
the delivery of those services for which the Directorate is responsible. The portfolio  
holder will have an overview of the following departments/units of the organisation  
and will ensure the delivery of those services for which they are responsible. The  
portfolio holder will also be responsible for corporate and strategic issues  
considered by the Executive which arise from the work of the Directorate other 
than  
those corporate and strategic matters which are the responsibility of the Leader.  
 
Audit & Risk management  
Strategic Finance  
Business Management  
IT&T  
Public Services  (including Registrar, for the purposes of the constitution 
Registrar will move to Neighbourhood Services) 
Property Services  
Resources  



 
 
 

Executive Member for Neighbourhood Services  
 
This portfolio is designed so as to ensure the delivery of a range of related  
environmental issues. The portfolio holder will also be responsible for corporate  
and strategic issues considered by the Executive which arise from the work of the  
Directorate other than those corporate and strategic matters which are the  
responsibility of the Leader.  
 
 
Environmental Health & Trading  
Standards  
Licensing & Regulation  
Neighbourhood Pride Unit  
Street Scene  
Cleansing Services  
Waste Collection Services  
Building Cleaning Services 
Highways Maintenance Services  (Now to include Highways Infrastructure) 
Business Support Services  
Street Environment  
Bereavement Services     
(Add  
Parking Services 
Registrar) 
 
 


